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Executive Summary

Currently the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) is following a master plan that

anticipates student population growth.  As a means of providing for an increase in

transportation demand, several parking structures have been included on the master plan.

The situation is analogous to challenges that other schools are facing in regards to

providing the infrastructure to meet student transportation needs.  By looking at other

potential solutions and comparing their costs to that of a parking structure a potentially

more elegant solution can be found.  Appealingly, an alternate solution can also support

an underlying goal of the master plan, which is to promote bicycling and walking over

driving.  A series of alternative options are offered in the last section.  These options

range from implementing a circulator shuttle to getting students and other users to pay for

the full cost of a parking structure.  Because the CSM Master Plan is a living document,

university leaders seeking to fine-tune it can use this work as a resource.

Introduction and Methodology

Cars have hidden costs that range from the price of street maintenance to air

pollution leading to healthcare costs among other things (Daniels, 2003).  Government

subsidies pay for many of these costs, which range from “$184 billion to $997 billion”

(Toor and Havlick, 2004) on an annual basis. Parking structures exemplify one such

hidden cost.

Often universities own the land they plan to put a parking structure on.

Consequently the cost of the structure does not reflect the value of the land, but the

university.  Nevertheless the university gives something up in exchange for the structure.

CU Boulder refers to such an exchange as an “opportunity cost,” meaning that the

university devotes the land “to parking rather than academic uses” (Nelson/Nygaard

Consulting Associates, 2003).  Thus, it is unfortunate for both universities and other

institutions when land is used for a parking structure when a better alternative use exists.

For this reason I have researched transportation and parking at CSM and

developed alternate scenarios and options for the school to consider in place of a parking

structure.  I research the background of the site, analyze the current dilemma causing the
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integration of parking structures into the campus master plan, and then provide

suggestions and alternatives.

This research effort was comprised of a literature review of relevant

transportation documents.  Information specific to CSM was obtained from government

sources and interviews from January through May of 2006.  Setting up interviews on the

transportation dilemma at CSM has been a straightforward process, as the people I have

met with have been supportive to parking structure alternatives and are consequently

willing to help.  Personal communication was done through email when physical distance

was limiting.  Site visits enabled me to gain familiarity with the campus, and a hike up

South Table Mesa allowed for me to take my own aerial photo.

Background/Site Analysis

This chapter presents background information on transportation at CSM and site

analysis.  I discuss in detail the results of a survey that analyzes the modes of

transportation used by CSM students to get to campus.  The complete results of that

survey can be found in Appendix A: Colorado School of Mines Transportation Survey.  I

then look more into depth on where CSM students are living, primarily utilizing Google

Earth Pro to plot student residence points on a satellite map of the City of Golden.

 The Regional Transportation District (RTD) administered a student transportation

survey in 2005 as a result of interest expressed by the CSM student body.  Of 3,534

students, 26.6% completed a survey.  RTD assumed that these 940 students represent the

student population, where “accuracy in 19 out of 20 cases would be +_2.7 percentage

points” (RTD, 2005).   On the day of the survey, 49% of students drove a car to campus,

37% walked, 4% rode an RTD bus, 4% biked, 2% carpooled or were dropped off, and 4%

arrived at campus by some other means (RTD, 2005).

RTD estimates students will only chose to walk when closer then one fourth of a

mile (Rynerson, personal communication, 2006).  When looking at Figure 1, which

illustrates student residences in relation to the CSM campus, it is easy to speculate that

those living within the closest cluster to school and on campus are the pedestrians and

who live further than a quarter mile are driving since busing or other alternative means of

transit demand management are not a convenient option for most students.  A more
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detailed graphic is located in Appendix B.  This means that unless there is a bus stop very

close to their residence, students will not take the bus.  Currently there are four buses that

pass through Golden, the GS (Golden/Boulder), the 44 (44th Avenue), the 17 (Jeffco), and

the 16 (West Colfax).  However, due to a combination of limited routes and frequency

they fail to offer CSM students a convenient alternative to driving.

Bob Francisco, the CSM director of student life, claims that between the residence

halls, Greek housing, and on campus apartments, there are approximately 1,425 students

living on campus (personal communication, March 3, 2006).  According to the RTD

student transportation survey, 76.9 percent of students live in either the 80401 zip code

(Golden, Evergreen, Lakewood) or the 80403 zip code (Golden, Arvada, Black Hawk).

The rest live in 80228, 80226, 80227 (all Denver, Lakewood zip codes), 80033

(Lakewood, Denver, and Wheat Ridge), or 80004 (Arvada).

Figure 1: Where CSM students are living.
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The RTD student transportation survey clearly shows that about half of CSM

students drive to campus.  According to Nan Braddock of CSM Public Safety, the group

responsible for permit distribution and parking enforcement, there are currently 2, 322

parking spaces available on campus (personal communication, February 20, 2006).  The

school subsidizes none of the parking lot maintenance.  In order for a vehicle to park

within the CSM campus a parking permit has to be visible, though temporary parking

permits are offered to campus visitors.  Students pay a $14.65 mandatory “student

assistance fee” per semester and the cost of a parking permit is included in that fee.  In

the 2004/2005 school year, 659 permits were distributed to freshmen.  The permits are

reissued on a yearly basis, as needed.  The same applies to faculty and staff, who pay $35

a year for their general parking permits, $50 per year for unassigned reserve spaces, and

$65 per year for reserved spaces that are very close to buildings.    In the 2004/2005

school year, 1,275 permits were issued to faculty and staff, of which 1,126 were for

reserved parking spots.  Tim Cake, head of Plant Facilities at CSM has pointed out that

faculty reserved parking spots will still exist regardless of whether those faculty and staff

use an alternate means of transportation.  If on any given day a person with a personally

reserved space doesn’t drive to school then a prime parking spot remains neglected even

if it would benefit others to park there.

If the sample group is representative of the entire CSM student population, that

infers that 49% of people do drive to campus.  Reserving 1,126 of 2,322 parking spaces

for faculty and staff leaves only 1,196 spaces on campus for 1,731 student vehicles to

fend for throughout the day.  Since 1,196 is clearly 535 spaces short of the total number

of student vehicle trips, it is assumed that there is turnover throughout the day and that

students park their cars in neighborhoods and parking lots in the downtown Golden area.

Current Dilemma

This section discusses both the current campus situation and present plans for the

future.  These circumstances support later suggestions in the “Development Solutions”

section of this work, and will also explain how my suggestions are informed by CSM’s

Master Plan.
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The CSM Master Plan shows an awareness that excessive car use can take a toll

on the campus.  It is a goal and objective in the Facilities Master Plan Guiding Principles

to improve campus circulation by promoting “bicycles over motor vehicles whenever

possible, embrac[ing] the community bike system, and reduc[ing] the dependency on the

motor vehicle” (CSM Master Plan, 2004).  Will Toor and Spenser Havlick, authors of

Transportation and Sustainable Campus Communities, have cited what CSM has already

done by establishing “a hierarchy of travel modes with walking and bicycling as the two

highest priorities” as the essential first step to creating “efficient land-use patterns” that

raise the quality of life on campus (2004).

Keeping with the goal of transportation hierarchy, the central area of the campus

will be made more aesthetic and set to a pedestrian scale (CSM Master Plan, 2004).   To

accomplish this Illinois Street will become a slow traffic zone, eliminating on street

parking.  On street parking will also be removed from some cross streets to Illinois such

as 16th Street.  Other areas of campus along Maple will be closed off completely from

vehicle traffic.  The master plan also infers that many surface parking areas will be prime

places to build in the future, especially as the population of the campus grows.

According to the data from the Spring 2004 Registrar’s Report, there are currently 3,534

graduate and undergraduate students (RTD Market Research, 2005).   The current CSM

Campus Master Plan anticipates a total student population of 5, 400 within the next few

decades.  The campus master plan states “as the campus grows, it will need to consolidate

parking into garages to make way for additional academic and student support building

space”  (CSM Master Plan, 2004).
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Figure 2: Parking Projections  (CSM Master Plan, 2004).

Jeremiah Simpson, a parking consultant with Walker Parking, led the most recent

parking study for CSM.  The study, completed at the end of 2005, focused on

determining the need for additional spaces in the future.  Other areas of research, such as

transit demand management options may be completed in a later study, funding allowing

(Simpson, personal communication, March 8, 2006).

According to the Master Plan, if all planned parking structures are built it will

create a total of 1,715 spaces.  One specific parking structure to be built between 17th and

18th streets will be four stories and house 490 parking spaces.  Currently on that location

there is a surface parking lot with 141 parking spaces.

Parking structures exemplify one of the hidden costs of cars.  In 1998, parking

structures at the University of Colorado at Boulder (CU Boulder) cost the university

“$197/net new space”(Cook, 1999). This cost is difficult or impossible to completely

subsidize by student fees.  At the University of California at Los Angeles in 1988, a

student “would pay $43/month, which means that the university is subsidizing the parker

by  $81/month” (Toor and Havlick, 2004).  According to Jeremiah Simpson, $98,000 per

month is the realistic amount of revenue a 490 parking space structure would need in

order to break even.
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Parking becomes a vicious cycle when schools see a demand for parking, build a

parking structure, subsidize student parking permits, and in turn create even more of a

reason for students to drive rather than take alternate means of transportation.  Shoup

(2005) revealed findings that a new parking structure at UCLA did not ease existing

parking needs but rather created new ones.  From interviews with students it was found

that the new parking made drivers out of people who had before been walking, using

vanpools, or any other various methods of alternative transportation.  The environmental

impact report for the above mentioned structure concluded that each parking space is

generating “82.6 vehicle trips per month” (Shoup, 2005).  In short, traffic engineers have

a unique opportunity to make it excruciatingly difficult for people to drive, or to make it

exceedingly easy.

Even once the structure is paid for there are remaining complications.  CSM‘s

parking plan shows the realization that a finite amount of land exists to work with, but

does not reflect an awareness of exponential population growth.  A parking structure will

solve the demand for transportation only as long as the population of the university

doesn’t grow over a certain amount.   Only a comprehensive transportation demand

management program provides a sustainable solution to student transportation.  A

parking structure provides a temporary solution only as long as a sufficient number of

parking spaces exist.  Additionally, an influx of parking structures is not cohesive with

CSM’s goals of improving campus circulation by promoting alternate means of

transportation.  Jan Gehl speaks in terms of extending an invitation to exert a certain

behavior (personal communication, April 7, 2006).  People are prompted in part by their

environments to act in a certain way.  If something is constructed to be conducive to

walking then walking will become a consideration.  On the contrary, a parking structure

creates a friendlier environment for drivers.

Development Solutions

Three options for the site are portrayed in this section.  Options A thorough C are

general scenarios for how the site between 17th and 18th streets might potentially be

developed.  Option A describes a parking structure, Option B describes a transit center

supplemented with a major transit demand management effort, and Option C describes a
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smaller parking structure wrapped in retail.   A very brief overview of each option

accompanied by a simple graphic is located in Appendix C: Modes of Transportation.

Option A would consist of following the current CSM Master Plan and building a

four story 490 parking space structure on the site.  The capital construction cost of the

parking structure would be around $14,000 per space, with about an annual $350 per

space for maintenance (Simpson, 2006).   That means it will take about $6.86 million to

build the structure and will cost around $3.43 million for 20 years of maintenance.  To

pay back the parking structure in 20 years while keeping up on maintenance payments, a

sum of 10.29 million would need to be accounted for, not including any interest.

Currently funding is anticipated primarily through revenue bonds.  It hasn’t been

determined yet as to whether student prices for parking will be increased with the influx

of new structures.  However, according to Jeremiah Simpson, when his company does

complete the parking management analysis, “raising parking rates is certainly one option

[they] will discuss” (Simpson, 2006).

Donald Shoup (2005), a UCLA professor in the Urban Planning

Department, suggests that “underpricing creates the parking shortage,” and the clear

solution is to use pricing strategies.  The use of such strategies has been shown to “reduce

vehicle trips, and thus daily parking demand, by between 7 and 30 percent or more”

(EPA, 2006).  Even though everyone on the CSM campus currently pays for a parking

permit regardless of whether they have a car, about half of the students might drive on

any given day.  On the day that RTD administered its transportation survey to CSM, 49%

of students drove their car to campus (RTD, 2005).  This doesn’t include the 2% of

students who took a car but carpooled with at least one other student or were dropped off.

If students had to pay for a parking permit, that percentage could be reduced.  David

Cook, the Manager of Transportation and Permits at CU Boulder reveals that only 15%

of students buy permits on his campus (Cook, personal communication 2006).  Granted

CU Boulder students have a bus pass and good bus service, but it is very feasible that

CSM will have a student bus pass and more bus options in the future.

If permits at CSM were given out for a price that reflected the 490 space

parking structure’s true cost, less students would be inclined to buy them.  However if for

some reason every one of the 3,534 students did buy a parking permit, it would cost each
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of them almost $146 per year.  If half of them bought permits it would cost each $291 per

year.  When one takes into account that only 15% of CU Boulder students buy permits

and CSM students would buy more because they have less alternative transportation

resources, 33% is a realistic amount.  If 33% of students bought permits they would each

have to pay $436 a year.

Mr. Cook (personal communication, 2006) also warns that as long as the

neighborhoods surrounding the school allow students to park students will opt to try and

park there rather than buy a permit.  This reduces the need for CSM to provide on-

campus parking with all its associated costs, however it will not improve CSM’s

reputation with its neighbors.  Parking permits in adjacent neighborhoods will inevitably

be enforced but the concern nearby homeowners might have over the issue will remain.

Enforcing CSM parking regulations in adjacent neighborhoods that don’t want to provide

CSM parking can actually be a fairly lucrative endeavor.  For instance, according to Toor

and Havlick (2004) “parking fines are widely used to fund the transit demand

management (TDM) programs at public universities” in California.  This situation makes

sense because students who didn’t think ahead to bus, bike, or walk and instead drive

often park in an illegal space because they can find no other and the thought of being late

for class pressures them into it.  The fines administered to them then go to pay for

improving alternative modes of transportation.  This way, the student is penalized for

parking while alternative modes of transportation are being funded.  Consequently the

choice to use an alternative mode of transportation becomes increasingly clear.

As a final note, I believe that at the very least the parking structure in question

should be constructed so that it can ultimately be converted into classrooms, as has been

done recently in Melbourne, Australia according to Jan Gehl (2006).

Option B would be the creation of a small mixed-use development on the site.

This would be complimented by modest surface parking, perhaps around 60 parking

spaces.  Crucial to this option would be the integration of a major transit demand

management effort to reduce up to 500 vehicle trips per day to campus.  Part of the effort

is just not building the parking structure.  In Mr. Gehl’s words, “if they can’t park then

they won’t drive” (personal communication, April 7, 2006).
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Potential uses for the mixed-use development would be a covered bus stop area

and lots of bike parking. In addition to the existing GS, 44, 17, and 16 routes, the

introduction of a small circulator shuttle will provide a route that circulates around

Golden, and to the light rail station at the Jefferson Country Building anticipated to be

completed in 2013 (RTD-West Corridor, 2005).  Similar circulators have been attempted

in Golden before, but never with the factor of an impending light rail station being built

about a mile and a half from downtown Golden.

The last attempt was named the Golden Urban Shuttle (GUS Bus), which stopped

running on December 31st of 1997 (Rynerson, personal communication).  The GUS bus

started as an eight-month experiment with an anticipated “medium” amount of success

(RTD, 1996).  Supporting documents can be found in Appendix E.  The cost for the

project was split between the City of Golden and RTD, each paying $107,450.  Two

buses ran from 7:00am to 8:00pm Monday through Saturday.  The wait for the GUS bus

was 20 minutes, not the ideal time but it was the shortest amount of time possible for two

buses doing a 40-minute cycle.  One stop on its route was the Golden Community Center.

A smaller shuttle bus was able to maneuver the parking lot of the Community Center,

while larger buses could not, due to lack of built in design for busses at the site.  In fact,

according to Robert Rynerson at RTD, the Community Center was about the only place

that the GUS bus went that the 17 didn’t (personal communication, 2006).  A major

problem with the GUS bus was that it took riders off the 17 since their routes were so

similar, they ran on a similar timeframe, and since the GUS bus was priced cheaper at

$.50.

In the last month of operation, the GUS bus was at 148 riders on an average

weekday.  Sometime before it ceased operation, the GUS bus drivers were asked for their

insights into what might increase ridership.  Many suggested running the route through

the CSM campus, as they had observed many riders were students and that students

particularly liked the day pass option (RTD, 1996).  The Board of Directors at RTD have

recently revisited the GUS bus file, as Director Karen Benker, now a current member of

the Longmont City Council, expressed interest in reviving the route or something similar

to it.
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Figure 3: The popular GUS bus day pass.

A bus route that is very similar to the GUS bus, but that is still in existence is the

HOP in Boulder.  The HOP started as a community shuttle funded by grants through

CMAQ funds that were distributed through the Denver Regional Council of Governments

(DRCOG).  Currently 58% of the Hop’s costs are paid for by RTD, while the remainder

is spilt between the City of Boulder and the University of Colorado at Boulder (Roper,

personal communication, 2006).  The University pays its portion through student fees and

the City of Boulder pays for its portion mostly through a transportation sales tax (Jones,

personal communication, March 31, 2006).  A complete case study of the HOP can be

found in Appendix F.
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The success of the HOP can be attributed to the City of Boulder’s wiliness to

subsidize part of it so that it will run every 15 minutes, detour from its course to drop

people off at night, and offer free fare on drinking holidays.  All of those attributes

mentioned are things that the city thought to be very important, and are main motivators

for people to take the HOP.  However, some attributes may lead the HOP to not meet

RTD’s productivity standards.

Robert Rynerson is a Senior Service Planner and Scheduler at RTD for the

Western Region, including the City of Golden.  He seems very open to the idea of

rejuvenating a circulator such as the GUS bus in Golden, particularly if CSM was

participating in funding it and there was increased demand due to the anticipated light rail

station at the Jefferson County Building (personal communication, 2006).  CSM could

potentially combine the money they would on building a parking structure with the City

of Golden’s money and RTD’s to start another circulator in Golden.  Or, as was done

with the HOP, the preliminary funding could be through grants from DRCOG.

      Paying $28.00 per student per semester will provide student bus passes for the student

population.  With the inclusion of sky RIDE the cost will be raised to $33.80 per student

per semester.  Most likely, this cost will be paid with student fees.  The vote for the RTD

student bus pass lost by seven votes in March of 2006, and so by slightly increasing the

awareness of the student body there should be no problem in getting it to pass in 2007.  If

CSM were to assume the responsibility of paying for the passes for all students, it would

be at a cost of $98,952 per semester.

Also on the site, a coffee shop and bakeries can serve as refuge while waiting for

the bus and also serve as a meeting place on campus or a central location for a

community bike program on campus.  The development should in effect be an intermodal

transportation center that focuses on “the linking of different transportation networks”

(personal communication, October 5, 2005), providing people with options that are

pleasant, efficient, and viable alternatives to driving a car.  The development should also

be a place that people want to go to, an experience that they would like to be part of their

daily commute.

In order to ensure the existence of viable alternatives, it might be wise to set aside

an area in the development to serve as office space for a transportation coordinator or for
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the CSM Sustainability Committee, with the idea that a transportation coordinator could

be a part time student position or the work of a transportation sub-committee.  The

University of Colorado at Boulder has been very successful in their transportation

demand management tactics, and this is largely in part due to a transportation program

coordinator position at the University of Colorado Environmental Center.  Although there

is a cost for hourly wages for a transportation program coordinator, it can be miniscule in

comparison to the cost of a parking structure.  In 1995, the University of Colorado

Environmental Center was paying $2,500 a year for student hourly wages, $4,000 for

advertising, $1,000 for copying and $3,000 for printing (Peter Roper, personal

communication, March 2006).  The student hourly wages went towards paying two part

time student staff.  A large portion of time and money is spent on advertising because it’s

important not just to offer alternative transportation options but to “make sure people are

aware of these choices and have an incentive to try them” (Toor and Havlick, 2004).  In

Chicago, designer Kimberly Viviano has started a campaign to cover the city with

signage that compares “the personal and environmental benefits of bicycling to the

pitfalls of driving”  (Manfra, 2006).  Using some of her strategies, such as “stenciling

incentive messages on existing bike paths,” CSM could influence student transportation

choices using logic (Manfra, 2006).

The building could also serve as a place for classrooms or as offices for other

campus organizations.  Campus Architect, Paul Leef, points to the opportunities that the

specific zoning of the site creates.  Since it is land acquired with non-state funds it “helps

the idea that it would be used for auxiliary purposes” (Paul Leef, personal

communication, 2006).  This means that the school could be justified in renting retail

spaces out in order to acquire revenue to pay for the building.  Mr. Leef also speculates

that the location would be ideal for businesses that form concurrently with the research

being done on campus.

Option C would be a smaller parking structure wrapped in retail, as can be seen in

Boulder, Colorado at 15th and Pearl or 11th and Spruce.  This structure could be 2-3

stories and contain anywhere from 245 to 367 spaces.  Similar to Option B, a transit

demand management effort would also be needed to reduce around 250 vehicle trips to
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campus per day.  This could include any of the various bus options mentioned in Option

B or parking deterrent methods mentioned in Option A.  Types of retail and other

alternatives uses mentioned in Option B apply to this option as well.

Parking in this structure could function as “shared parking,” which is where

businesses that operate at different hours of the day can share the same parking, so that

one business’s parking lot is empty for half the day while the other it empty for the other

half (EPA, 2006).   This would work well for a parking structure wrapped in retail that is

wedged between a school and a business area such as downtown Golden.  CSM could

monopolize the lot during the weekdays.  On the weekends and during the summer,

particularly during large events, the lot will provide extra off site parking for the

downtown area located only three short blocks away.  The most ideal situation perhaps,

would be if the roof of the wrapped retail parking structure had a seasonal roof garden

and restaurant.  In that case, while the lot was primarily filled with student cars, students

could frequent the restaurant during lunch hours, or just use the space as a meeting place.

After the busiest campus hours had passed community members could utilize the parking

structure to visit the restaurant and roof garden for dinner, enjoying a moonlit view of the

mesa.
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Figure 4: Parking structure wrapped in retail at 11th and Spruce, Boulder, CO.
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ESTIMATED 20 YEAR COST FOR EACH OPTION

Option A B C

Parking structure
(490 spaces) capital
construction and 20
years maintenance

$10, 290,000

Bus passes for all
students for 20 years

$3,958,080 $3,958,080

Splitting cost of
circulator with the
city of Golden, with
RTD paying other
half, for 20 years

$1,611,750

Paying for student
transportation
coordinators and
marketing for 20
years.

$210,000

Parking structure
(300 spaces) capital
construction and 20
years maintenance.

$6,300,000

Total $10, 290,000 $5,779,830 $10,258,080

Paid for by Revenue bonds Students will pay
for bus passes if
they vote to get
them next year,
some costs will be
covered by renting
out space to retail/
business, and the
cost of a circulator
may be covered
with DRCOG
funding for the first
few years.

Students will pay
for bus passes if
they vote to get
them next year and
renting space out to
retail/businesses
will cover some
costs.
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CONCLUSION

The suggestions and options for transportation alternatives are simply provided

for the purpose of giving CSM leaders something to mull over, I am by no means

insisting that one of my options is the ideal.  Perhaps a combination of elements from

some of my options combined with the reader’s insight will provide an ultimate solution.

That said, I have to admit that I find option B or C most reasonable, truly agreeing with

Toor and Havlick when they say that “TDM is often a more sustainable and cost-effective

approach than simply increasing the supply of auto facilities in order to accommodate

increases in student and support staff populations” (Toor and Havlick, 2004).    Only I

believe that for CSM, TDM is certainly the most sustainable, cost-effective, and the most

parsimonious with the stated goals of the master plan.  I have only discussed a small

portion of what can be done on the CSM campus in order to “reduce the dependency on

the motor vehicle,” increase the vibrancy of campus life, and to continue the smart land

use patterns (CSM Master Plan, 2004).  I would be amiss if I didn’t admit that for an

extensive transit demand management solution it will be necessary to look into other

projects, such as organizing community bike programs, maintaining bike paths, offering

telecommuting options, and organizing vanpools.  Not all of these options will work for

CSM, but the correct combination will create an effective solution.  The work necessary

to implement more transit demand management solutions could be the job of the part

time student transportation coordinator, a sustainability coordinator, or a subset of the

CSM Sustainability Committee.
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Appendix A: Colorado School of Mines Transportation Survey
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Appendix B: Where Students Are Living

Appendix C: Aerial View of the Site
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Appendix D: Modes of Transportation
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Appendix E: GUS Bus Supporting Documents
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Appendix F: HOP Case Study

Boulder developed their first transportation master plan in 1989 (Cris Jones,

personal communication, March 31, 2006) upon deciding that good alternative

transportation would be necessary to maintain the high quality of life that Boulder prides

itself on.  The result was GO (Great Options) Boulder, which “strives to develop a

sustainable and balanced transportation system that supports the quality of life valued by

Boulder’s residents, employees and visitors” (GO Boulder, 2006).  The HOP was

developed with the idea that a community bus should run frequently enough that there

wouldn’t be a need for a schedule, should have a radio, should be a smaller and therefore

have a very visible yet less obtrusive presence, and have friendlier drivers than the

average transit.  The HOP also deviates from its course in order to deliver riders closer to

home at night.  Federal funding was essential in getting the HOP to become a reality.

The grant came from CMAQ funds that were distributed through the Denver Regional

Council of Governments (DRCOG).  The DRCOG is the government entity that

collaborates with the “Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), the Regional

Transportation District (RTD), the Regional Air Quality Council (RAQC), the Colorado

Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE), the Federal Highway

Administration (FHWA), and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to prepare

transportation plans and programs” (DRCOG, 2006).    According to Cris Jones (personal

communication, March 31, 2006), the opportunity to obtain these federally funded

transportation grants occur every two years.  It is not possible to reapply for the grant

with a project that has already received a grant.  Thus, while much of the money went to

buying the HOP busses, there is not necessarily new revenue to buy more busses.

The HOP made its debut in October of 1994 circulating around Boulder at a

frequency so that riders wouldn’t have to wait longer than 10-15 minutes for their bus.

Although the service was commissioned by the City of Boulder through Special Transit, a

non-profit organization that provides transportation services, it was agreed that they

would function in the same way that an RTD bus would.  This means that it is possible to

use an RTD pass to board the HOP.
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At the end of the initial federal funding, it took awhile for RTD to take a role in

funding the HOP.   An agreement was finally made between the City of Boulder and

RTD that they each would pay for half.  The City of Boulder then sought out funding

from the University of Colorado at Boulder to help pay for their half.  Currently, when

students pay their student fees, a certain portion goes directly to RTD and another portion

is given to the city as funding for the HOP.      This symbiotic relationship between RTD,

the City of Boulder, and the University of Colorado at Boulder has endured for several

years now.  Much of the funding from the City of Boulder comes from a transportation

sales tax (Jones, personal communication, March 31, 2006).  Recently, RTD increased

their percentage of funding to 58%.  Even now, although the HOP carries around 4,000

riders a day, it doesn’t meet the standards of productivity that RTD would require if they

were to fund it entirely (personal communication, March 31, 2006). According to RTD

standards, the SKIP, carrying 5-6 thousand riders per day, is an example of a successful

route.  Peter Roper, the transportation program coordinator at the University of Colorado

Environmental Center speculates that perhaps the lack of RTD involvement in the HOP is

precisely what makes it such an invaluable transportation option in Boulder.  If RTD was

running the HOP then it might mean the end of free fare days, which the HOP does for

events such at the Conference of World Affairs and holidays that promote heavy drinking

such as New Years.  RTD might also allow busses to run the HOP route that don’t have

the HOP persona, or “wrap” as it is called.  RTD agreed to let the Skip, Jump, Dash, and

Bound have wraps, although it isn’t uncommon to see an unwrapped bus running one of

those routes if a wrapped one isn’t available for some reason.  Even though busses that

have names instead of a number give the appearance of being friendlier, studies have

actually been done that show people are more reliant on busses that carry a number and

not a name (Motor Coach Age, 1997).

The HOP also runs at the frequency that it does, and the hours that it does because

the City of Boulder feels those things are important and is willing to subsidize them.

Although the HOP carries riders steadily throughout the day, the busiest time is often in

the very late night/early morning between 1:00am and 3:00am, as people exit the bars.
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